Emery hinged
wardrobe
Armadio al Centimetro (made to
measure) wardrobes with hinged
doors offer a modular and
customisable storage solution,
underpinned by LEMA’s philosophy of
uncompromising design. In a wideranging selection of designs all
featuring a modular structure and
different door types, there is no limit
to custom closet possibilities. Choose
from a range of height, width, depth
and finish options to fit your space and
satisfy any aesthetic need. LEMA
closets with hinged doors are ideal for
corner placements, bridge solutions,
passage solutions, niches and attics.
It is also possible to change the depth
of single columns simply by using
pilasters. Or you can add optional
exterior drawer units and TV niches to
the system. There are also multiple
ways in which to customise the
wardrobe’s interiors: different finishes
are available along with a selection of
equipment designed to rationalise
space.
Express your personal style with
different types of drawer units fronted
in glass or wood, embellish your
solution with the glass display case for
belts and ties, or opt for the incredibly
practical option of extractable storage
units for trousers, undergarments and
shoes. The product range is completed
with precious details such as the builtin light fo the shelf, the rail to hang
clothes, and elegant finishing touches
such as the mats in leather and fabric
for the drawers or the leather boxes
for shirt compartments.
LEMA’s DNA is bound, from the very
beginning, to the production of madeto-measure systems for day and night
areas that are reinvented each year
with new details.
Armadio al Centimetro Wardrobe, the
modular system that offers utmost
building freedom, is enriched with the
new Emery wardrobe.
Defined by a vertical slim metallic
profile, Emery by Officinadesign LEMA
is characterised by refined doors in
back-painted acid-etched glass. This
special treatment suggests a door
surface that is matte, and extremely
smooth and soft to the touch,
discreetly concealing the bright
interiors finished in new Canvas
melamine that has a delicate fabriceffect texture.
Emery also features wide-ranging
internal equipment offering multiple
combinations for any need: drawer
units, display cases for trousers, belts
and shoes. Shelf and hanging rail with
a built-in light, not forgetting precious
details in leather and fabric
such as
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mats for drawers and boxes for shirt
compartments.
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